
Development
Out of the many companies I could’ve chosen to brand and create a Corporate Manual for I chose Rebel. 
The reason I chose Rebel was because I could relate to the brief description of the company, I imagined the 
company to be unique and daring to do things a little differently than all the other high-street shops. From the 
second I saw the list I knew I would enjoy choosing Rebel the most. 
What I decided on was to create a shop with a unique edge. Something different. This is where the fusion of 
cultures between  Japan and England came into play. The reason I chose to d the manual as if the shop was 
in Japan, soon to be opening to England was so that I could play on both Japanese cultures and English while 
creating the feeling that this shop really is moving to England via the writing in my manual. Below is a screen-shot 
of the introduction page of my manual, it puts into context what I was saying about the cultures being together, 
I have wrote it as if I am talking to the English side (but not limited to the English side) of Rebel because of the 
explanation of where Rebel is in Japan.

The overall feel I had in mind for the manual was not a super formal and boring one, but more like the manual is 
‘talking’ to Rebel employees/designers with a generally familiar/friendly approach. I didn’t want the text to seem 
dry, I wanted it to be as if two people were talking whilst still getting all the relevant points across in great detail.  



The Japanese Text 
I found it very important to keep the Japanese culture feel flowing throughout the manual, one of the ways I did this 
was by using Japanese duplicates/add-ons to the English text, as you can see below. This gives the reader a sense 
of exotic origin whilst still being very relatable to England. 

One more thing I did to keep the Japanese flow consistent and at the same time keep the ‘friendly’ way of talking is 
as follows:

Above you can see 3 of the 9 Japanese lessons I placed at every section breaker in the manual. Referring back to 
the fusion of cultures, I think it’s a unique idea to help the readers know a little more about the place their company 
came from (Japan). 
 
The Logo 
On the topic of Japanese text I decided to include this in the logo. Using the name of the company (Rebel) I 
researched the correct Kanji to use that would spell Rebel when grouped together. What I came up with was the 
following: 

反逆者 

Pronounced ‘Hangyaku-sha’, made up of three Kanji: Opposite,Reverse and Person. I decided to have both an 
English and Japanese spelling of the company because it re-enforces the original location of Rebel and again, 
brings the idea of culture fusion to mind at the first glance. 
The way I decided to create the Japanese part of my logo was by hand using ink and a paintbrush, much like how 
ancient Japanese scripts used to be written. My logo design wasn’t originally the same as what it is now and on the 
next page are screen-shots of what I originally thought for my logo.



The idea behind my original logo design was to have an exclamation mark to symbolise the rebellious attitude of the 
company, though this idea was discarded after visuals were made because I really didn’t like the way it looked at all. 
Below is my current logo and how I hand-drew the kanji with ink before scanning them in:

As for the English part of the logo, I was going to just use a font, though I found this to have a lack of rebellion. 
To make things a little more interesting I decided on the idea of fl ipping the R backwards. This represents rebel’s 
individuality and unique perspective on style and culture. Below is screen-shots of the font-deciding process and 
how I decided on the look of the R.

I am happy with the overall appearance of the logo, I think it communicates everything I wanted well. As for the 
colour red and the other variants, I decided to use the same Pantone as in the Japanese fl ag. I chose to keep all the 
colours simple and within the monotone spectrum other than the red - this is because I like the sharp contrast of a 
single colour amongst toned down colours the most, it makes it more eye catching and interesting.



Manual Style 
Before I even started my corporate manual I knew I wanted it to be different and a little... not corporate... if that 
makes sense. I chose to make the manual mostly photography based because it helps give readers an overall 
feel of the company’s style quicker and much more effectively than any other form of portraying the company’s 
style. It sets a certain mood throughout it’s pages that I really like and helps lift the pages and make them more 
interesting. To make the manual more personal and consistent I used all of my own photography for the mood shots, 
advertisements and section breakers. Having the same models appear more than once is a sure-fire way to create a 
sense of consistency. 
The Manual isn’t the only thing I wanted to hold a certain mood. When I was creating all the stationery for this 
company I wanted to keep the consistent flow of the companies style. 

 
Below are screen-shots of my manual back when I was first creating it’s basics - as you can see even the 
compliments slip is quite different. I am glad I discarded these styles for a more modern and minimal approach.



When it came to photographing the products I 
wanted to contain in my manual, I chose wisely 
from the items I already owned and bought a 
few items because mine were overused and 
worn out.. haha. You can see the processes 
in which I manipulated the images I took to 
achieve the desired result, these manipulations 
include colour altering, background removal via 
the pen tool, liquefying (reshaping) and adding 
the Rebel logo to the products with different 
effects for each product.

Above is an example of how even the smallest details matter when superimposing my images into a scene to create 
visual mock-ups. The two images are so pixelated because I had to zoom right in to capture the image of the man 
and replace it with that of my sister.
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Contents 
Within this Corporate Manual is a 
guide to creating the perfect visual 
representation of our company.
Rebel is an independent line of 
fashion-wear, our outlet originating 
from Tokyo, Japan. Recently we have 
expanded to the global market and 
our first step to becoming international 
is the grand opening of our store in 
London, England. 
To commemorate this occasion we 
have undergone a complete re-brand 
by the English company, Gemoomay. 
This Manual covers everything 
from logo variants to photography, 
typography and even our signage. 
For the correct usage of Rebel please 
follow all guidelines within this Manual. 
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The Covers
As I had my book printed at Blurb, 
it is mandatory to have a front and 
back cover. Because I chose the dust 
jacket there is also a ‘fold-under’ line, 
secondary to this there is the spine 
too. The top three designs were just 
prototypes which I ended up not using 
because I felt they lacked character 
(though I was keen on the third 
design) and so I decided on the last 
image. The reason I made this choice 
is because I felt it was the most fi tting 
for the subject of a Fashion store. 
The overlay of carnations adds a faint 
but elegant element of delicacy and 
femininity that I quite like, it also ties 
the contents of the manual in with the 
cover itself. 

Superimpositions
I showed some of my superimposition process before, though here is a close-up of what I do before adding my 
own logo into the picture, it isn’t always as easy as drag and drop. As you can see, this tag had another logo 
entirely embroidered on it’s surface - this is the point when I use the clone tool and healing tool to get rid of this logo 
seamlessly, ready to apply my own logo over the top.



Research 
I mainly looked at websites as a starting point for creating my manual. After looking at many street brands I came 
to the conclusion that hipster-ish design was obviously the trend for these sorts of shops. As previously mentioned I 
didn’t want Rebel to conform to any generic stereotypes and thus I strayed away from the hipster look. I used many 
of the screen-shots below as a basis for researching stores and companies that are within the same category of 
fashion as Rebel would be.



Research Continuation 
Continuing some of the imagery I researched as a founding for creating my own Corporate Identity.

Research Types 
Aside from researching 
websites, I also looked around 
the web for more inspiration. 
I went as far as to research 
into the following: Traditional 
Japanese Art & Typography, 
Book covers, Photography, 
Makeup Artistry, Typography, 
Illustration and Magazines. 
Much to my surprise, it was 
actually book covers where 
I got most of my inspiration 
from and not so much 
photography. I looked at 
makeup artistry more than I 
did photography because I 
already knew what my photos 
were going to turn out like, 
I just found it interesting 
researching things like 
traditional Geisha makeup 
etc. 



Research Types 
Something else I also looked 
at was corporate branding - 
both Japanese and English. 
Seeing these I could create 
an image in my mind of how I 
was going to make my brand 
continuous and similar all the 
way through. 
Something I learned from 
this type of research is that 
the colours, layout and 
small aspects such as logo 
placement all contribute 
towards making the brand 
continuous.



The Photography 
I used four different types of photography for this project - landscape, studio, outdoor and product photography. I 
did all the styling, outfits, hair and makeup for these photos as shown below.... as for the photos where I am visible 
it will soon become apparent that when doing photos-shoots I look like a hobo (no disrespect to hobos) because 
I spend all my time making sure the models look how I want them to... so please overlook this aspect lol. As for 
landscape photography, the backdrop for this page and the next is andscape. 

Studio Outdoor Product 



Conclusion & Evaluation 
To summarize my manual as a whole, I think I have done a decent job in getting all the points across when it comes 
to instructions on how to use the brand. Something I am happy with is the visual way I have managed to portray the 
company within this manual. By this I mean there is a clear visual style throughout the manual and I think the essence 
of this style is the main component to letting people using the manual know what Rebel is truly about. It basically cuts 
all the unnecessary text and explanations and replaces it with a first hand understanding via visual communication. 
Something I think I could’ve improved on more is the typography aspect of the module. Typography is currently one 
of my weaknesses and I hope to improve on this and I think this really shows in my manual. Next time I do something 
similar I think I’ll try to do something a little more interesting and unique to fit with the overall style of my manual. 
Overall I am happy with the outcome! 
REBEL END.
さようなら.


